
MILANO

Hand painted tableware



Founded in 1975 by Anna & Luciano Baroni,

Baroni Porcellane is today directed by their 

daughter Cristina.

Time has passed, but their dedication in the 

pursuit of perfection never will, Cristina and 

her staff of decorators have a treasured 

knowledge that has been handed down 

through generations.

Baroni Porcellane are specialists in tableware 

products, made from fine Limoges porcelain 

and entirely hand-painted in Italy.

The philosophy is to create a personalized, 

elegant and welcoming tableware set for 

each customer, where traditional values can 

fit into a modern environment.

Our hand-painted decorations and the very 

wide range of colors available, provide our 

customers with fully customizable designs 

and table color schemes.

We perfectly match our porcelains with hand 

embroidered tablecloths, glasses and flatware 

taking inspiration from interior designs or, for 

an even more customized service, based on 

furniture projects or existing furniture.

Baroni Porcellane creates more than a simple 

tableware; it’s a lifestyle.
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Classic
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A wide range of serving dishes 
complete the table place, coffee 
and tea sets are also available

Fruit stand Diam cm 32

Matching
tablecloth and
napkins embroidered
with gold threads in the 
same design of the dishes

Coverd flowerpot
3 sizes available height 
cm 32 – 38 – 42

Flowerpot Turmaline
3 sizes available height 
cm 27 – 37 - 43

Certerpiece Vendome cm 28 x 20 – 23 x 16,5Hinged box Luneville
cm 29 x 20

Hinged box Louis XV
cm 20 x 12,5

Rectangular ashtray
cm 20,5 x 16

Princesse Classic is the proposal for light blue bouquets of flowers embellished with gold grid
hand painted on Limoges porcelain…. A timeless princely mise en place.

Shape Parigi
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A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place,
available also coffee and tea sets

Presentation plate cm 31
Shape Parigi

Decoration Rainbow

Dinner plate Soup & dessert plate
with initials

Coffee cup
with saucer

Tea cup
with saucer

Shown in the table arrangement below:
Linen placemat and napkin hand embroidered with gold pulled thread columns
Flatware collection “Norma” in 18/10 steel
Goblet glasses “Adagio”

Bread dish
Geranium leaf diam 14

available in bigger size diam 21

The table set Delizia is a fresh and romantic proposal in a delicate light blue color
hand painted with gold finishings.

Shape Royal

Delizia
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Romantic cascades of roses and buds with golden love knots on a base of aqua green color.
This Limoges porcelain has a nice relief and the decoration is hand painted.Corolle
Shape Royal

Handmade decoration

Fruit stand Petalo
cm 23 x height 11

Ashtray Atlantide
Diam cm 22

Round Box Trocadero
2 sizes available cm 12 – 15 

Covered flowerpot
3 sizes available

height cm 32 – 38 – 42

Ashtray Dominique
2 sizes available

18x18 – 13x13

Hinged box Louis XV
cm 20 x 12,5 

Coffee set

A wide range of serving
dishes complete the table
place, coffee and tea sets
also available
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A wide range of serving dishes
complete the table place

Presentation plate Dinner plate Soup plate Dessert plate

As a bread plate we propose
porcelain green ivy leaf

Coffee cup
with saucer

The embroidery of the tablecloth and linen napkin are
perfectly coordinated with the table set,

creating a cheerful and elegant mise en place

Cristina Baroni offers on Luisiane shape a table set inspirated by the architecture and motif of 
the planters in the American city of New Orleans. Hand made decoration recalls the green of 
the gardens and a fresh branchoy ivy.Edera
Shape Luisiane
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Fruit stand
3 sizes available

diam 22 - 26,5 - 32

Rectangular box
cm 13,5 x 9,5

Flowerpot Boule
2 sizes available

diam 17 - 22

Hinged box Luneville
cm 29 x 20

Tea set Vienna

In the arrangement shown on the right page
Linen placemat and napkin hand embroidered with gold pulled thread columns

Flatware collection “Carmen” in gold titanium coating
Goblet glasses “Melodia”

Inspired by the sumptuous Trianon gardens of Versailles, this table set is a celebration
of hand-painted golden flowers on Limoges porcelain.
The decoration is realized on the mix of two different shapes, Vienna and Haussmann.

Shape Vienna & Haussmann

Trianon
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The sumptuousness of a Moorish frieze made of pure gold is the theme of this table set, 
entirely decorated by hand on Limoges porcelain with coordinated tablecloth in the same 
pattern decoration.

Shape Mazarin

Flowerpot Decò
Heght cm 28

Table cloth finely embroidered 
with gold threads 

Available in both white and black linen 

Change tray Oceano
cm 22 x 22

Cube
salt & pepper

Coffee cup
with black saucer

Coffee cup
with gold saucer

Degustation soup plate
with cover bell

Dessert plate

Bread plate

Dinner plate Presentation plate

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

Arabic coffee set
6 coffee cup
1 coffee pot

tray diam cm 30

Moresco
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Simple and elegant, the single Gold thread
enhances the relief of the porcelain table set

Shown in this arrangement:
Linen tablecloth embroidered
with gold
Collection “Fontane”

The elegant shape of the Royal table set is embellished by 1 cm gold border and romantic 
flowery initials.

Shape Royal

Oval dish cm 37 x 29

Round dish cm 30

Customization with italics initials

Soup
tureen

Dinner plate cm 26,5
Soup plate cm 23

Dessert plate cm 22,5

Salad bowl
cl 240

Decoration
“Gold rim”

Coffee set
available also the tea set

In the arrangement shown on the right page:
black linen placemat

with embroidery “Floreale”

Decoration in gold
“Palace with flowery initials”

Palace & Gold rim
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Grace and simplicity for this precious decoration on Limoges porcelain decorated with 5 mm 
band and thread, personalized with hand painted initials in gold or platinum shiny or mat.

Shape Parigi

Flowerpor Aironi
4 sizes available

Height cm 20 - 27 - 37 - 42

Change tray
cm 20,5 x 16

Centerpiece Couspidore
diam cm 19,5

Oval box
3 sizes available

cm 13 x 18 - 15 x 9 - 16 x 10

Butter dishes with duck on the bell
Diam cm 9 - 17

This decoration can also be done in platinum
with or without initials

For a more contemporary table
we propose a square plate 30x30 cm

and a porcelain glass
with the external full gold

In the arrangement shown on the right page:
Linen placemat and napkin hand embroidered with gold initials

Flatware collection “Yuki” in gold titanium coating
Goblet glasses “Allegro” with gold finishes

Palace
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Precious Limoges porcelain hand painted with a simple and elegant double shiny platinum rim
Personalized with hand painted initials.
This table set is also painted in gold.

Platinum 
double rim & initials

Shape Mazarin

Contemporary this mise en place
with square presentation plate

in combination with cutlery
from the “Urban” collection in 18/10 steel

Finger food set 2 band 5mm
13 pieces

Tray cm 35 x 15

Appetizers trays 
5 pieces band 5mm

Tray cm 25 x 25

Flowerpot Rebecca band 5mm
3 sizes available

Height cm 18 – 21,5 - 25

Square flat tray with 2 band 5mm
3 sizes available

15 x 15 – 19 x 19 – 27 x 27

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

Coffee set, 
tea set also available
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Big strawberry leaf
cm 29 x 25

Covered flowerpot Canton
Height cm 36

Oval box
3 sizes available

cm 13 x 8 - 15 x 9 - 16 x 10

Small strawberry leaf
cm 15,5 x 13,5

Flowerpot Aironi
4 sizes available

Height cm 20 - 27 - 37 - 43.

Shown in the table arrangement below:
Linen placemat and napkin, hand-embroidered with the same dishes design
Flatware collection “Yuki” in gold titanium coating
Goblet glasses collection “Melodia” with gold finishes

The flat dish with the decoration “Shades” gives to the table set Forget me nots a more 
luxurious style.

Shape Romance

Forget me nots
& shades
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Spring blossoms on your table with this Limoges porcelain table set. Romantic is the shape 
of the porcelain with delicate reliefs, with hand painted decoration of the flowers “Forget me nots” 
in the shades of pink and fuchsia with gold trimmings.Forget me nots 
Shape Romance

Coordinated to this table set
Linen placemat and napkin, hand-embroidered with the same dishes design
Flatware collection “Yuki” in gold titanium coating
Goblet glasses collection “Melodia” with gold finishes

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table set

Presentation plate
Shape Parigi
diam 30 cm

Dinner plate
diam 26,3 cm

Dessert plate
diam 22,5 cm

Soup plate
diam 22 cm

As a bread dish
strawberry leaf
cm 15,5 x 13,5

This table set is also available in shades of light blue
With presentation plate diam cm 32

Shape Mazarin, decoration Rainbow light blu

Big oval dish
cm 36 x 25

Small oval dish
cm 24 x 14

Salad bowl
Diam 23 cm

Tea cup

Coffee cup
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A romantic table with a cheerful flutter of colorful butterflies, one different from the other in 
the shades of lilac.
Hand painted decorated on Limoges porcelain available with coordinated hand-embroidered 
linen tablecloth.

Shape Petalo

Square centerpiece
cm 22 x 22

Box Papillon
cm 12,5 x 12,5

Flowerpot Rebecca
3 sizes available

Height cm 18 - 21,5 - 25

Centerpiece Ortensia
Diam cm 25

Covered flowerpot
3 sizes available
Height cm 32 - 38 - 42

Rectangular box
cm 13,5 x 9,5

A wide range of serving dishes, coffee
and tea sets complete the table service

Matching placemat and napkin
hand embroidered with the same design of the butterfly

Papillon
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Shown in the table arrangement below:
Linen placemat and napkin, hand-embroidered with gold pulled thread columns
Flatware collection “Carmen” in gold titanium coating
Goblet glasses collection “Allegro” with gold finishes

The table is dressed in a warm note of coral red for a classic hand painted decoration 
on Limoges porcelain. Delicate small roses framed in a match of lines and drops of gold.Elite
Shape Mazarin
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Coffee cup Mazarin
Tea cup Luisiane

Soup plate Mazarin
Dinner plate Luisiane

Presentation plate Mazarin

Precious Limoges porcelain hand painted in mono color ecru band with gold rim
in combination with a modern and geometric decoration.Arcade
Shape Luisiane

Shape
Luisiane & Mazarin mixed

The Luisiane Arcade decoration is combined with the Mazarin Rainbow.
The same color ecru and gold threads
are the connection in these shapes.

Coffee cup Luisiane
Tea cup Mazarin
Soup plate Luisiane
Dinner plate Mazarin
Presentation plate Luisiane
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Contemporary
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Like in the Nihonga art, which is the continuation of an antique painting tradition in Japan,
this bamboo is a re-interpretation of antique hand embroidery techniques. 
It is naturally sophisticated in its simplicity and only few colors were used to create this design.
The decoration of the porcelain is perfectly coordinated with the organic linen of the placemat.

Bamboo
Shape Haussmann

Square flower pot 
height 22 cm

Square box cm 12 x 12

Presentation plate 32 cm orange band and gold rim 
Dinner plate 28 cm taupe band white bamboo
and gold rim.
Soup plate 21,5 cm taupe bamboo and gold rim 
Dessert plate 24 cm taupe bamboo and gold rim 
to complete the table set a wide range of serving dishes 
and bowls.

Coffee & tea cup with saucer 

Water lily leaves in 2 different sizes: the small one to be 
used as a bread dish the big one as a table centerpiece

This collection also includes a sushi table set with 
rectangular plates available in 3 different sizes,

cm 35 x 20     30 x 20     15 x 15 
soy cup, chopsticks & chopsticks holder

In Coordinated with the dishes, tablecloth in natural linen 
embroidered by hand 

designed by Di Pasquale Guthmann, 
The “Yuki” cutlery in 18/10 steel and goblet glasses with a 

simple and slender line.

Square tray cm 17 x 17
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Handmade decoration

Box Trocadero
2 sizes available

cm 12 - 15

Flowerpot Isabella
Height cm 28

Coordinated with the dishes
Hand-embroidered placemat and napkin
Designed by Di Pasquale Guthmann
The “Yuki” cutlery in 18/10 steel
and “Bossa Nova” glasses

Presentation plate Dinner plate Soup plate

Coffee cup

Fruit stand
diam 26,5

Fresh green color of palm trees hand painted on Limoges porcelain for a every day table 
set with many lines of small stem stitches to create the beautiful and bright color effect. 
This decoration requires exceptional decorative skills, as well as time and patience.

Shape Vienna

Palm tree
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Flat change tray Foulard
cm 26 x 26

with a raised leaf

Dinner plate
cm 26,5

Soup plate
cm 22

Dessert plate
cm 21

Coffe cup
with saucer

Cange tray Foulard
cm 20 x 20

with a raised leaf

Flowerpot Lucas
2 sizes available

cm 20 - 25

Flat round box
cm 21

Tray Foulard cm 40 x 20
with a raised leaf

A wide range of serving dishes
complete the table place

Shown in this table arrangement:
Linen placemat and napkin, hand-embroidered 
with the same dishes design
Flatware collection “Urban” in 18/10 steel
Goblet glasses collection “Fluente”
with gold finishes

Hand painted decoration

Tea cup with saucer

The hand painted Hibiscus flower in the shades of pink embellished the decoration 
for the everyday table with a touch of romance.

Shape Petalo

Hibiscus
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Shown in the table arrangement below:
Linen placemat and napkin, hand-embroidered with the same dishes design
Flatware collection “Norma” in 18/10 steel
Goblet glasses collection “Allegro” with pink stem

Dinner plate Dessert plate Coordinated
presentation plate diam cm 32
Rainbow pink with platinum rims

Soup plate

Pink Gerbera flowers on white background and white flowers on taupe background with 
cheerful flutter of platinum dragonflies.
Perfect matching of the hand embroidered tablecloth with the same design of the plate.

Shape Petalo

Gerbera
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One delicate bud decorated entirely by hand in shades of soft teal, sage green and light 
brown is the theme of this table set created in combination with the embroidered tablecloth 
with the same subject.Floreale
Shape Petalo

Ashtray Atlantide
Diam cm 22

Box Silvia
Diam 14

Change tray Dominique
2 sizes available
13 x 13 – 18 x 18

Fruit stand Petalo
Diam cm 23 Height cm 11

Flowerpot Lucas
2 sizes available

Height cm 25 - 20

Tea & coffee cup with saucer
Sets available

Presentation plate diam cm 32
Shape Vienna

Dinner plate Soup plate Dessert plate Bread plate

A wide range of serving dishes complete de table place

Square centerpiece
cm 22 x 22
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From the marbles of a princely villa this coordinated refined and elegant table set is born in 
the soft colors of the taupe with platinum thread hand painted on Limoges porcelain.Cavalier
Shape Epure

The project

Cake plate 
Diam cm 30

 Handmade decoration Coordinated with linen or organza 
embroidered tablecloth 

Certerpiece Vendome
2 sizes available

cm 28 x 20 – 23 x 16,5

Change tray 
cm 20,5 x 16

Ice Bucket

Flat oval box  
2 sizes available

cm 14,5 x 9,5 – 18 x 13

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place, available also coffee and tea sets

The dishes of the Epure form are oval shaped

Fruit salad bowlTea caup & saucer
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For a modern and refined table, the proposal of this Limoges table set decorated by hand in the 
shadow of taupe with platinum finishes. Combined with a darker shade of Marron glacé.

Shape Mazarin

Tray Decò
2 sizes available

cm 26,5 x 26,5 + 32,5 x 32,5

Flowerpot Rebecca
3 sizes available

Height cm 18 - 21,5 - 25

Round box Trocadero
2 sizes available

cm 12 - 15

Appetizers trays
5 pieces

Tray cm 25 x 25

cm 18 x 18

Sauce Set
5 pieces

Tray cm 15 x 15

cm 13 x 13

Change tray Dominique
2 colors matched taupe and marron glacé

Tea set Cream soup cup
with saucer

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

Fruit stand
3 sizes available

diam 22 - 26,5 - 32

Rainbow
Taupe & Platinum
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The table service “Vienna” has a completely smooth shape and lightly cupped.
A great classic of French production of Limoges.
The bands of the Rainbow decoration are hand painted with the “patter” technique.Rainbow
Shape Vienna

Bread plate
cm 16

Vintage pink with gold finishes

Light blue & taupe mixed
platinum finishes

Coffee cup
with saucer

Tea cup with saucer
on dessert plate cm 21,5

Presentation plate cm 32
Dinner plate cm 26,5
Soup plate cm 21,5

Shown in the table arrangement below:
white coffee linen placemat and napkin hand embroidered with
platinum pulled thread columns and initials
Flatware collection “Yuki” iin 18/10 steel
Goblet glasses “Sabina”

Flowerpot Rebecca
Geometries decoration

3 sizes available
Height cm 18 - 21,5 - 25

Moka coffee set for two
Radius decoration
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The rainbow in your home.
60 different colors and not only... the artisans of our workshop will be able to recreate 
the color that comes closest to the fabric of your home.

Shape Mazarin Parigi Vienna

Rainbow

You can also make combinations
of different color

Change tray 
cm 26,5 x 16

60 colors

Table set Parigi
Grey with platinum rims

Petrol blue with gold rims

On the right page table set Mazarin
coordinated with linen tablecoth 

“Fontane”

Sunset blue with platinum rims Black wih gold rims
Presentation plate 14 mm gold

Violet with gold rims

Olive green with acid green
gold rims

Lilac with cyclamen
platinum rims
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Precious Limoges porcelain hand painted in geometric decoration in combination with flat 
plate mono color grey band and platinum thread.

Shape Mazarin

Coordinated with the table set, decorative accessories from the “Rainbow” collection
in the same shade of gray with platinum finishes

Round box Trocadero
2 sizes available cm 12 - 15

Rainbow

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

In the arrangement shown on the right page:
white natural linen placecemat with grey border and napkin
The “Yuki” cutlery in 18/10 steel
and goblet glasses with a simple and slender line

Flowerpot Boule with relief
Diam 22 cm

Rainbow

Centerpiece Bateau
cm 39 x 19
Rainbow

Cigar ashtray
cm 19,5 x 16,2

Rainbow

cm 32,5 x 32,5
All colored in dark gray

with a wide platinum edge

cm 26,5 x 26,5
Rainbow

Tray Decò

Octagonal box
Cm 15 x 15

Presentation Plate
cm 31

Dinner plate
cm 26,5

Soup plate
cm 21,5

Dessert plate
cm 22

Coffee cup & saucer

Radius
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The intersection of hand painted platinum geometric lines is the theme of decor “PARALLELI”.
It is a modern table set on Limoges porcelain that is well suited to contemporary furnishing styles.

Shape Mazarin

Rectangular ashtray
cm 20,5 x 16

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

In the arrangement shown on the right page
White natural linen napkin hand embroidered with silver threads

The “New Wave” cutlery in 18/10 stell
and “Bossa Nova” glasses 

Flowerpot Esse
Height cm 30,5

Mug
cm 7 x 7 x 9,5 height

Square box
cm 12 x 12

Square presentation plate
cm 32 x 32

Dinner plate
cm 26,5

Soup plate
cm 21,5

Dessert plate
cm 22

Coffee cup
with saucer

Cube sale & pepe
full platinum

Paralleli
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Presentation plate
Shape Mazarin diam 32
15 mm platinum band

Dinner plate Soup plate Coffee SetDessert plate

Shown in the table arrangement below:
white natural linen placemet with 3 bands in silver threads
The “New Wawe” cutlery in 18/10 steel
and “Bossa Nova” glasses

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place

Platinum dots for a funny proposal on this table set hand painted on Limoges porcelain.

Shape Osmose

Platinum Dots
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Strong red color of the coral meets light blue color of the sea and sand 
as perfect combination for this hand painted decoration on Limoges porcelain 
coordinated with embroidery tablecloth.

Shape Vienna

The embroidery of the tablecloth and linen napkin
are perfectly coordinated with the table set

Centerpieces Shells Marenne
Rainbow decoration

Diam 21
Candy light blue

Diam 19
Sand

Diam 15
Coral red

Presentation plate cm 31
Shape Parigi

Rainbow decoration
with Italian original written

The writing can be removed or changed
as per request customer

For finger food
assorted shells diam 10

in the 3 colors of the table service
sand, coral red and candy light blue

Dinner plate

Dessert plate Soup plate

Coffee cup
with saucer

A wide range of serving dishes complete the table place,
available also coffee and tea sets

Saint Jacques shell
diam 14

Rainbow Candy light blue

Mare
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On demand we realize collections for yachts
with a wide range of porcelains, glasses and table linen.Yacht table

Coordinated with the table set, glasses “Bossa Nova”

Mazarin Breakfast cup with saucer cl 30
Butter dish with knob on the bell cm 9
Mazarin creamer cl 75
Eggcup

Mazarin Coffee cup with saucer cl 10
Recamier  sugar box
Tray cm 35 x 15 

Degustation plate cm 27,5

Presentation plate 
diam cm 32

Square presentation plate 
cm 30 x 30

Tray cm 35 x 15

Tray cm 27 x 13

Change tray 
cm 26,5 x 16

Ashtray 
cm 18 x 18

Dinner plate cm 26,5

Dessert plate 
cm 22
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Advantages of Limoges porcelain
Cristina Baroni personally selects the porcelain to decorate 
preferring those produced in Limoges in France.
This porcelain is made from Kaolin, sand, feldspathic materials, 
clays, chalk and is fired at very high temperature.
It has a great reputation for its fineness and benefits from a 
very considerable resistance to both thermal and mechanic 
shock. It is non-porous and does not produce a network of 
fine cracks on the surface, which gives it a very high hygienic 
quality in respect  to European environmental standards.
Maintenance of the decoration
Our hand painted decorations are fired between 750° and 850 
°, the colors are lead and cadmium free and comply with EU 
and US regulations.
The colors do not change with the passage of time, however 
we do not recommend daily dish-washing especially for those 
that contain gold or platinum.
In case of use of dishwashing machine, make sure that at the 
end of the cycle the items come out perfectly dry otherwise 
wipe them thoroughly by hand with a soft cloth.
We suggest to use branded dish-washing products which will 
guarantee an efficient and not too harsh wash.
Never use any type of scraper or steel wool-which will scratch 
the surface of the items.
Do not leave food residue for a long time on decorated parts, 
such as salt, lemon or vinegar to prevent corrosion.
If the decoration contains details in gold or platinum, you 
cannot put it in the microwave oven.

Flatware 
Stainless steel
Forks, spoons and handles of hollow handle knives: austenitic 
stainless steel, type AISI 304 (18/10), highly resistant to 
corrosion. Blades and solid handle knives: martensitic stainless 
steel, type AISI 420, particularly suitable to be sharpened and 
to keep a long-lasting cutting edge.
Titanium coating
The titanium coating is a metal surface treatment obtained 
with a process based on Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) 
technology that enables the creation of metallic vapors in a 
vacuum. These vapors which can also be partially ionized, allow 
the creation of metallic compounds through the introduction 
of reactive gases in the vacuum chamber.
This procedure permits the formation of a highly adherent thin 
film, with exceptional chemical and physical characteristics.
Maintenance of flatware
In case of use of dishwashing machine, make sure that the end 
of the cycle the items come out perfectly dry otherwise wipe 
them thoroughly by hand with a soft cloth.
We suggest to use branded dish-washing products which will 
guarantee an efficient and not too harsh wash.
Never use any type of scraper or steel wool-which will scratch 
the surface of the items.
Do not leave food residue for a long time on decorated parts, 
such as salt, lemon or vinegar to prevent corrosion.

Linen tablecloth
Dry cleaning and ironing 
Dry clean with any solvent except for Trichloroethylene
Iron your pieces while still damp or slightly soak them before 
ironing at about 150° C or 300° F
Steam iron embroidered pieces from the back side and always 
make sure your iron is clean.
Hand or machine washing
You can wash your linen in cold or lukewarm water. This soften 
fabrics and enhances the sheer and luminosity of the fiber.
Use neutral soaps and detergents without optical brighteners 
which don’t contain small blue (optical) quantities to whiten 
the fabrics. Only neutral detergents keep the colors of your 
product the same over time.
Dilute the soap in water prior to emerging your linen to avoid 
stains from detergents. Don’t wring.
We recommend not to tumble dry your linen, or only tumble 
dry at low temperatures.
Stain removal
Red Wine: put salt and white vinegar or salt and lemon on the 
stain and rinse the linen immediately after the treatment
Wax: carefully eliminate as much as possible of the wax 
mechanically and then iron the linen with a sheet of absorbent 
kitchen paper above and one under it. Repeat ironing until the 
stain disappears.
Grease - Oil – Sauces: use talcum powder to absorb grease 
or pre-treat with stain removing commercial products without 
bleach, then wash as usual
Fruit: Put salt and white vinegar or salt and lemon on the stain, 
rinse thoroughly and wash
Ice-cream: wash with cold water and detergent
Don’t do’s 
Avoid the use of bleaching agents and, if needed, only on 
white fabrics, use hydrogen peroxide based products.
Don’t use wool detergents. They contain softeners which lead 
to the swelling of the linen fiber and reduce its resistance over 
time.
Unfold the linen prior to putting it in the washing machine and 
don’t use a high spin speed.

Glasses
Industrial, eco-friendly, innovative and ultra-clear crystal glass, 
compliant with ethical and environmental standards, made 
with the care typical of artisanal production.
Threads and initials are hand-painted in gold or platinum.
Maintenance of glasses
We do not recommend daily dish-washing especially for 
glasses that contain gold or platinum.
In case of use of dishwashing machine, make sure that the end 
of the cycle the items come out perfectly dry otherwise wipe 
them thoroughly by hand with a soft cloth.
We suggest to use branded dish-washing products which will 
guarantee an efficient and not too harsh wash.
Never use any type of scraper or steel wool-which will scratch 
the surface of the items.

Care and maintenance



Baroni porcellane
di Cristina Baroni

Via Tartini, 3/a - 20158 Milano - Italia
Telefono 0039 02 39324204
info@baroniporcellane.com
www.baroniporcellane.com


